
Our company is hiring for a manager, processing. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for manager, processing

Quickly be able to demonstrate you have a thorough understanding of your
own team, system, processes and people
Define & deliver routine vendor/business communications
To act as point of contact for any issues / queries arising from EMEA local
finance teams or EMEA suppliers and employees relating to Invoice
Processing or iExpenses
Act as first approver for payments in the banking portal
Carry out month end processes in accordance with the published financial
close timetable
Able to understand processes and follow procedures and where appropriate
offer ways to continuously improve processes
Identify, agree and deliver local process enhancements and support delivery
of wider global process improvements
Reviews on a daily basis reports on sales, yield, grade, daily dock, price,
inventory, accounts receivable and other cost reports and information to
ensure awareness of any deviation from the norm, and to spot trends and
make necessary adjustments
Formulates and oversees development of short and long range strategic
plans
Maintains high level awareness of trends in poultry industry further processed
food related to poultry and communicates ideas to appropriate staff
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Hire and develop new employees, provide appropriate input and
recommendations on development, and initiate disciplinary actions when
necessary
Collaborate with internal and external customers to promote excellence
within the department
Identify situations where activity is occurring outside of standard company
policy and communicate these situations to the appropriate management
level for follow up
Anticipate and mediate conflict between individuals and groups
5-7 years of accounting / business experience, preferably in Payroll
Experience should include at least 2 years of proven supervisor
responsibilities demonstrating excellent team leadership, communication and
customer service


